Garter Band Auditions 2018

Audition Instructions

Check In: Please check in at the Foo Family Lounge (see map). You need to fill out the audition form and be assigned a number. (Drums and Bass see below)

Warm Up: Please use practice rooms for your warm up.

Winds: Please follow these instructions carefully.

1. You will be told when to enter the room and introduced. Please DO NOT TALK.
2. You may play a couple notes to get used to the room
3. Play a chromatic scale over your comfortable range.
4. Play all 12 major scales in the circle of fourths, beginning on Bb. **You have 90 seconds to complete this part of the audition.**
5. Play the prepared piece.
6. Sight Read. You will have one minute to look at the sight reading before being asked to play.
7. Improvisation (optional except Alto 1, Tenor Sax, Trumpet 2, Lead Trombone)
8. Exit the way you entered. Please remember: DO NOT TALK

Drums/Bass:

Bassists and drummers will audition in pairs. We will switch people around to hear different combinations during the audition.

1. Please DO NOT TALK.
2. Play the prepared piece
3. Play a groove as a pair. This can be anything you want, but you will need to talk about it before coming into the room.
4. Sight Reading

**Good Luck**

**Thanks for Coming**